Secure Robotic Dispenser

KL108 is a pharmacy robot like no other. That demand precision, flexibility and security from overfills/underfills. For busy pharmacies, tedious recalibration, from expensive maintenance, of mind on many levels: Freedom from error, from medications in the cassette. The KL108 brings peace no chance for human error when changing the technician calibration. Thus, there is virtually designed universal cassettes that require no most common tablets and capsules via newly pill dimensions for measuring. The KL108 uses a camera to measure digital image processing technology calculates detailed measurements of the new pill and automatically adjusts the cassette for that pill size.

KL108 Highlights
• Perfected for Safety, Accuracy, Speed – Designed to avoid mistakes & frustration associated with hand-adjusted cassette robotic. The KL108 calibrates cassettes instead of a technician, manually calibrating.
• Security Dispense Controlled Mode – Multiple CORs, access permissions, user tracking, and inventory software make the KL108 a self-service, even for narcotics.
• FillSafe™ Steers Dispensing – Prevents filling from a medication cassette whose refill or return-to-stock was not authorized by a pharmacist.

KL108 software was designed to be intuitive. Each pharmacy member (administrator, pharmacist, technician) can perform his or her tasks quickly.

Retrieve Scripts Quickly
View the status of each active prescription. Orders are time-stamped and trackable.

KL108 Highlights
• Consultative Approach
• Automate The Perfect Amount
• Medication & Data Safety
• FillSafe™ Steers Replenishment
• Securely Dispense Controlled Meds
• Perfected for Safety, Accuracy, Speed
• Calibrates cassettes instead of a technician

System efficiently automates your pharmacy's

Components

1. Power Cords, Network Cable
2. FingerPrint Scanner
3. Main Door Latch
4. 15" Touchscreen Monitor
5. Barcode Scanner
6. 54 Cassettes Per Side (108 total)
7. 9 Vial Pickup Windows
8. Camera Chamber
9. Fingerprint Scanner
10. Barcode Scanner
11. Vial Bin (13, 16 or 20 dram)
12. Emergency Stop
13. Vial Bin (40 dram)
14. Emergency Stop
15. Thermal Label Printer
16. Underneath 5 Casters, 4 Leveling Feet
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18. Fingerprint Scanner
19. Main Door Latch
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21. Barcode Scanner
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24. Camera Chamber
25. Fingerprint Scanner
26. Barcode Scanner
27. Vial Bin (13, 16 or 20 dram)
28. Vial Bin (40 dram)
29. Emergency Stop
30. Thermal Label Printer
31. Underneath 5 Casters, 4 Leveling Feet

Data Integrity: ISO Certified
Casses is the only pharmacy automation company that is ISO 27001:2013 certified, meeting the highest standards for data security and HIPAA compliance.

Everything Within Easy Reach
Finding your way around the KL108 is simple. Pharmacy staff members will find everything within easy reach to manage prescription filling.
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